Create your ideal space

Thresholds for lift
and slide doors

Modern products in the field of window joinery require solutions
that provide the highest comfort, excellent technical parameters,
and unique design.
A flagship examples of such solutions are the lift and slide structures,
which have become a strong trend among designers and investors.
One of the most important functional elements of these structures,
if not the most important, is the threshold.
Our many years of experience in designing and manufacturing
window joinery havs allowed us to prepare three unusual thresholds
for HST structures.
Inspiro thresholds meet the highest requirements of producers
and users of lift and slide doors.

Master Step

standard threshold

Step Zero

no barrires

Step Arrivo

low threshold

Master Step

standard threshold

The classic solution for lift and slide systems.
Excellent thermal insulation is provided by
a unique 14-chamber PVC construction.
Stability is ensured using two closed steel
sections.
The one-piece construction of the threshold is
faced with the frame edge from the outside
and inside.
Easy assembly in the HST frame is another of
its many advantages.

Step Zero

no barrires

Step Zero - This is a barrier-free version.
It offers incredible comfort and minimalist
design.
It has all the advantages of the Master Step
threshold, while being almost entirely flat. The
use of a leveling overlay in combination with a
5-millimeter running rail guarantees the complete elimination of barriers.
This is a modern solution for the most demanding customers and can be used in every building, from private homes to public facilities.
It meets the requirements of DIN 18040-2.

Step Arrivo

a low threshold - 26 mm
A solution used in the southern regions of
Europe. It has a unique design.
The threshold height is only 26 mm. In addition,
pecially designed snap fasteners provide a
rigid connection between PVC and aluminum
elements.

Our thresholds
can be fitted to:

Thresholds
available:

Additional
information:

PVC
Aluplast HST 85

Scheme A

Maximum width: 6700 mm.

Salamander evolutionDrive HST

Scheme C

Available rails: 5, 11, 13, 15 mm.

HST Rehau Synego

Available extensions

Gealan S 9000

with steel reinforcements

Vekaslide 82

Rail PUR+XPS

WOOD
IV 78
IV 88

Tests

One-piece 14-chamber structure of the threshold made of PVC provides excellent thermal
insulation parameters. The threshold significantly reduces the risk of condensation.
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Still sash
Factor Uf 1,06 W/m2K

Waterproof
up to class 9A

Movable sash
Factor Uf 1,17 W/m2K

Wind load resistance
up to class C2

Air permeability
class 4

Calculator

Offer calculator

Thanks to a specifically prepared
calculator, placing orders has never been
so easy.
Fill in the required fields, and you will get
the price of each configuration chosen.

Ready thresholds for HST construction

Welcome to the INSPIRO threshold valuation calculator. You can prepare a total of five threshold configurations.
You will find the offer in the "offer" tab.

When you decide which solution is best,
place your order.
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What do you get in the package?

Within 14 days, we will deliver a fully assembled, sealed,
pre-drilled threshold with drainage, trimmed to the nearest
millimeter.

The Master Step threshold consists of the following components:
threshold cap,
labyrinth lock seal,
frame-to-threshold seal connectors,
side sealing of the threshold,
steel reinforcements,
threshold hood,
aluminum threshold cap,
running rail,
fixed sash support profile,
face seal,
rail rebate seal.

Other components included in the package:
sealing of the passive sash hardware rebate,
installation kit,
polyurethane frame packing blocks (optional).

Ordering ready-made thresholds has many advantages:

you receive the threshold exactly as you need it,
no storage costs,
no waste,
saves on production time,
saves on production costs,
easy and quick assembly of the threshold to the frame,
no mistakes in production,
simple order form,
delivery within 14 working days.
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